
Off The Beaten Track
Inspiration for better food, nutrition and health

October 17 - 18th 2017

Heidelberg

PROGRAM

GENERAL INFORMATION

SYMPOSIUM VENUE EVENING EVENT VENUE

WIFI ACCESS

CONTACT

DOCUMENTATION

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM WEDNESDAY 18. OCTOBER

Conference Center
Mittelgewannweg 10
69123 Heidelberg

WIFI name: GELITA Food Symposium
password: GELITA2017

You will find the documentation and some pictures at www.gelita-symposium.com/review
(password: gelita2017symposium) within the next few days.

We offer you two different guided tours:

Tour 1: Culinary Culture
Guided walking tour through the historic city of Heidelberg (eg. Old bridge, university square, hotel Ritter) with focus on  local 
specialties, traditions of the palatine cuisine, vineyard cultivation now and then.

Tour 2: City and castle
After a short walk through the central part of historic Heidelberg the cable car will bring you up to the Heidelberg castle for a 
guided walking tour through it‘s outdoor facilities. You will enjoy the famos big barrel, the beautiful garden and the fantastic few 
over Heidelberg and the Neckar valley.

You can register for the tours at the reception desk till end of day 1.

Altes Hallenbad
Poststraße 36/5
69115 Heidelberg

Oliver Wolf • GELITA Global Marketing & Communication 
+49 162 262 8748 • oliver.wolf@gelita.com 

Cornelia Leijdekker • tatkraft Events & Management
+ 49 160 1539067 | gelita-symposium@tatkraft-events.de
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GELITA AG 
Uferstraße 7 | 69412 Eberbach | Germany



PROGRAM • DAY 1WELCOME!
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Registration, lunch Break

Interactive sessionDr. Franz Josef Konert
Welcome

Stefan Gates, Moderator
Introduction: Off the Beaten Track
Inspiration for better food, nutrition & health

Dr. Matthew Lange 
The Internet of Food: 
• How can food be digitized?
• What does the Internet of Food infrastructure look like?
• What does the Internet of Food mean for businesses 

and consumers?
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Hans-Ulrich Frech
Help the body to help itself / Collagen Peptides stimu-
late body functions
• From science to shelf
• Specific concepts for targeted stimulation
• New opportunities in H&N markets

Dr. Margarethe Plotkowiak
Gelatine - a state-of-the art ingredient since centuries
• Multifaceted toolbox in one ingredient
• Technological properties of a pure protein
• Clean label foodstuff
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4:35
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Break

Summary of day 1

Evening event at historical
Altes Hallenbad, Heidelberg

Tish Van Dyke
Great marketing or smart trust building? - What exactly do 
consumers want from today’s food & beverage industry
• Key trends and factors that impact how consumers choose 

– or don’t
• Key strategies for building the trusted engagement 
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PROGRAM • DAY 2
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Welcome

Interactive session

Break

Break

Lunch

Summary of day 2 and closing of the event

Optional add-on program, such as
a guided historical Heidelberg tour
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Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Meyerhof
Creating flavor and why it matters
• Chemosensory cells convert chemical structures 

into biological signals 
• Flavor preference learning, diets, health, and 

disease risk
• Manipulating flavor

Wolfgang Marks, Bernhard Koch, 
Dr. Margarethe Plotkowiak, André Weins
Moderated panel:
Cross-functional and cross-business development
• Cooperation between ingedient and machinery  

manufacturer
• Disruptive technological break through
• Fast Forward Processing – The Fortified Gummy  

production of tomorrow

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

PANELISTS

Dr. Matthew Lange  
University of California, Davis
Department of Food Science and Technology
Food and Health Informatician in the Department of Food Science 

and Technology at UC Davis, Associate Director of the UC Davis Wireless Health and 
Wellness Initiative,  Principal Investigator of IC-FOODS.

Hans-Ulrich Frech 
GELITA
Global Vice President
In his function as global Vice President of the Business Unit Collagen 

Peptides Hans-Ulrich Frech is responsible for innovation management and market 
development at GELITA.

Dr. Margarethe Plotkowiak  
GELITA
Head of Global Product Management Food
During her PHD studies, Dr. Margarethe Plotkowiak has focused 

on the sensory characteristics of meat products before moving on to the beverage 
industry. She now uses her international expertiese in the food industry in the 
technical service, product development and product management.

Tish Van Dyke
Edelmann
Chair, Global Food & Beverage Sector
With nearly 20 years of experience as a public affairs practitioner and 

counselor, Tish Van Dyke develops and oversees strategic communication programs in 
the corporate and policy arenas, as well as among thought leaders who influences them.

Wolfgang Marks
Amapharm
CEO

Dr. Margarethe Plotkowiak 
GELITA
Head of GPM Food

Bernhard Koch, 
Hänsel Processing
Confectionery Process Engineering

André Weins
Winkler & Dünnebier
Area Sales Manager

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Meyerhof
German Insititute of Human Nutrition
Department of Molecular Genetics
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Meyerhof,  investigates the sense of taste as a crucial 

factor for ingestive behavior. He uncovered relevant functional principles of taste 
receptors, discovered receptor specific taste modulators,  and elucidates the wiring of 
taste-responsive neurons in the brain.

Stefan Gates 
Moderator
Stefan Gates is a hugely popular writer and TV presenter with a vast 
breadth of knowledge. He’s renowned for his love of quirky culinary 

quests and extraordinary food adventures.

Sincerely,

  
  Dr. Franz Josef Konert
  CEO, GELITA AG

I am pleased to welcome you in Heidelberg at our biannually GELITA SYMPOSIUM- this 
year with focus on the topic “Off The Beaten Track, Inspiration for better food, nutrition and 
health“.
Expert panelists and thought leaders will show us consumer needs and industry insights to 
find new ways of interdisciplinary cooperation, to explore new combinations or simply to 
find new perspectives.
In the interactive hands-on sessions you will find ample opportunities for creative product 
design concepts with collagen peptides and gelatine.
I and the whole GELITA-TEAM wish you two days full of inspiring moments.


